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Four Questions to Ask Before You Join



What is a CSA?
CSA stands for "Community

Supported Agriculture".  Community

Supported Agriculture is a system

that connects the producer (us!) and

consumer (you!) within the food

system more closely by allowing the

consumer (you!) to subscribe to the

harvest at our farm.

This creates a very special relationship
between you and us.

Why would I sign up for a CSA?

This is a great question.  To help you

decide if a CSA is right for you and

before you sign up for this seasonal

commitment, please take the time to

ask yourself the following four

questions...
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Question #1
Is the relationship with your farmer
important to you?

Honestly...who wouldn't want to have this

guy as their farmer?

All kidding aside...

We take your seasonal commitment very

seriously.  In the off-season we are crop

planning to ensure the quantity, quality 

 and variety of fresh vegetables for your

CSA box every week.  We grow staple

crops like carrots and potatoes.  We also

grow some unusual crops which will

expand your culinary talents in the kitchen.  

Don't worry, each week we will provide

you recipes and other tools to ensure

success with your vegetables.

We also constantly trial new varieties to

ensure we are growing the tastiest and

productive varieties for our region.
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Question #2
Are you going to be out of town?

Some CSA's allow you to put your

subscription "on hold" whenever you

want.

Unfortunately, this can become very time

consuming and an administrative

nightmare to manage.

Our goal is to make our weekly vegetable

boxes as streamlined as possible.

We ask you to make a weekly

commitment.  If you have to miss your

pickup due to a vacation, you can donate

it to a food bank OR you can gift it to a

friend.  If you accidentally miss your

pickup, we will bring it back to the farm

where you can come and grab it.

If you can't commit weekly, it might be

better for you to order from our online

store "a la carte" from week to week,

based on what's available.
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Question #3
Do you value fresh, quality vegetables?

Cardboard tomatoes in the winter (Yuck!). 

Taste matters to you.  You know putting

together a delicious meal in your kitchen

doesn't just come down to cooking skills.

It starts with quality ingredients.

Our veggies taste different than what

you'd get at the grocery store.  That's

because we pay attention to building

quality soil, choosing tasty varieties and

harvesting at the right stage.  You will also

notice a difference in the freshness. 

 Because you receive your box within

hours of harvest, your veggies will taste

amazing and last longer.

We are all about providing high-quality,

fresh vegetables that make your home

dining experience feel like a special event

every night.
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Question #4
Are you willing to try new foods?

CSA will push you to try new foods and

explore variety in your kitchen.

You will discover new veggies to love. 

 Part of the CSA experience means

getting exposed to a wide variety of

vegetables.  You may also learn how a

cauliflower is supposed to taste.  (Ours

don't taste like the ones from the store). 

 Most of us wouldn't put a kohlrabi in

your box...or would you?  If you would

then you would defiantly click with our

CSA😊

Part of our goal is developing food

diversity and teaching how to eat

seasonally again.  If you would like to

grow in the kitchen, you have to push

yourself to try new ingredients (and we

will be here helping you along the way!)
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 Receive 7-9 of our freshest vegetables every week, grown by us here at

Maple Park Farm

Our greenhouse veggies are included.  (This is not common in other CSA's)

Have comfort knowing your vegetables were grown without the use of

sprays or chemicals

Receive a newsletter (exclusive to CSA members) that will include recipes

and tips on the vegetables you receive that week.

Be a part of a community centered around local food.

Additional options for "add-ons" such as egg share, etc.

As well as a few other exclusive surprises (just for our members)

throughout the year.

If the above questions resonated with you, these are a few of the benefits
you will receive by being a part of our farm's CSA:

So how did you do?
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